Single image dehazing is the ill-posed two-dimensional signal reconstruction problem. Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been successfully used in many computer vision problems. In this paper, we propose a Y-net that is named for its structure. This network reconstructs clear images by aggregating multi-scale features maps. Additionally, we propose a Wavelet Structure SIMilarity (W-SSIM) loss function in the training step. In the proposed loss function, discrete wavelet transforms are applied repeatedly to divide the image into differently sized patches with different frequencies and scales. The proposed loss function is the accumulation of SSIM loss of various patches with respective ratios. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed Y-net with the W-SSIM loss function restores high-quality clear images and outperforms stateof-the-art algorithms. Code and models are available at https://github.com/dectrfov/Y-net Index Terms-Single image dehazing, Y-net, discrete wavelet transform, structure similarity, multi-scale feature aggregation
INTRODUCTION
Single image dehazing is the two-dimensional signal reconstruction problem and intends to restore the unknown clear image given a hazy or foggy image. The image dehazing model [1] is formulated as follows:
where I(x) is the observed image, J(x) is the clear image we need to estimate, A is the global atmospheric light, and t(x) is the medium transmission. Assuming that the atmosphere is homogeneous, we express the transmission as t(x) = e −βd(x) , where β is the scattering coefficient of atmosphere, and d(x) is the scene depth. Since all variables in Equation (1) are unknown except the hazy image I(x), image dehazing is an ill-posed problem. Previously, many efforts on developing visual priors capture deterministic and statistical properties of hazy images.
In [2] , color attenuation prior is proposed to recover the depth information. Berman et al. [3] find colors in haze-free images can be well approximated by a few hundred distinct colors that form tight clusters in RGB space. Garldran et al. [4] prove that Retinex on inverted intensities is a solution to the image dehazing problem. Cho et al. [5] propose the multi-band fusion approach using several inputs derived from the original image, and present balanced image enhancement while elaborating image details.
Deep learning frameworks also show competitive results in the dehazing problems. In [6] , the multi-scale deep neural network is proposed to learn a non-linear mapping. Li et al. [7] reformulate the atmospheric scattering model and present a lightweight model to produce clear images from hazy images. Recently, several deep-learning-based U-Nets methods [8, 9, 10] have also been proposed. In [11] , authors replace down-sampling with the discrete wavelet transform in U-net [8] to estimate dehazed images.
Similarly, we consider neural networks for image dehazing, since the dehazing model is only a crude approximation and CNN can capture more detailed features from hazy images. We think reconstructed images are composed of different scale feature maps and propose the Y-net. The Y-net aggregates various size feature maps that are up-sampled to identical size and convolves them by 1×1 kernels to restore clear images. Thus, all feature maps are comprised of the output images, and weights of all layers are updated effectively. In this paper, we show that applying existing encoder-decoder structures like U-net [8] or cascaded refinement networks [12] cannot produce optimal results. Our Y-net, on the contrary, amplifies the merit of various CNN structures and yields the feasibility for single image dehazing.
Not only network structures but loss functions impact accuracy. In [13] , the loss function based on the Structure SIMilarity (SSIM) index [14] is proposed for image restoration. The authors demonstrate that when the network architecture is unchanged, the quality of the results improves significantly with better loss functions. Therefore, we extend the SSIM loss by combining it with the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and propose the wavelet SSIM (W-SSIM) loss. Images are divided into many patches by DWT with various frequencies. Then, the SSIM loss of each patch is calculated, and the weights of each loss are adjustable to preserve high-frequency details and prevent halo artifacts. Experimental results show that the proposed loss function achieves improved reconstructions with an identical network.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we propose a deep end-to-end trainable Y-net to reconstruct clear images without estimating any priors on atmospheric light and scene transmission. We demonstrate the utility and effectiveness of the Y-net for single image dehazing on the synthetic hazy image dataset. Second, the W-SSIM loss is proposed to improve accuracy. We show that the proposed dehazing model performs favorably against the related methods.
METHODOLOGY

Y-net: Multi-scale feature aggregation network
The proposed Y-net architecture mainly consists of three modules: down-sampling, up-sampling, and aggregation parts. The first two modules are similar to the classical Unet [8] . Our Y-net uses convolutions and down-sampling to extract multi-scale features. After bottom features are computed, convolutions and up-sampling are adopted to magnify the size of feature maps. The original U-net adopts the final up-sampled feature map to represent reconstructed images. Different from the U-net, we think reconstructed images are composed of different scale feature maps, and propose the aggregation module to combine each feature map to reconstruct clear images. Each feature map is adjusted to identical size by up-sampling and convolved by 1×1 kernels to restore clear images. The 1×1 convolution is seen as the operation of the weighted sum of various feature maps. Thus, all feature maps are comprised of the output images, and weights of all layers are updated effectively, which also avoids vanishing gradient. Our input is the 3-channel image, convolutions, whose size are 3×3 with a stride of two are adopted to down-sampling, the whole network architecture is shown in Fig. 1 .
Wavelet SSIM loss
In the two dimensional discrete wavelet transform (DWT), for instance, four filters, f LL , f HL , f LH and f HH , are used to convolve with an image. The convolution results are then down-sampled. The 2-D DWT has separable property, so four filters are obtained by multiplication of the scaling function and the wavelet function. Scaling function is seen as the low-pass filter, and the wavelet function is seen as the highpass filter. The block diagram of the DWT and the results are showing in Fig. 2 , and the formula is represented as follows:
where superscripts mean the output from respective filters. I LL is the down-sampling image, I HL and I HL are horizontal and vertical edge detection images, and I HH is the corner detection image. The DWT decomposes an image into four small patches with different frequency information. Further-more, the low-frequency information of the image (I LL ) can be decomposed iteratively and divided into the multi-scale patches with various frequencies, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The iterative DWT can be formulated as follows:
where subscripts mean the output of the i th time DWT. It is noted that I LL 0 means the original image. We apply DWT to improve the original SSIM loss. The SSIM for two images x, y is defined as:
where µ and σ represent the means, standard deviation, and covariance of images. A higher SSIM indicates the two images are more similar to each other, and the SSIM equals 1 for identical images. The loss function for the SSIM can be then written as follows:
In practice, means and standard deviations are computed with a Gaussian filter. Therefore, the total function is differentiable and can be used in neural networks. The detailed derivation is analyzed in [13] . We extend the SSIM loss function and combine the DWT. The input is not only the whole image but the various patches computed by the DWT. Varying the image resolution in a coarse-to-fine manner in loss function prevents undesired artifacts. The proposed W-SSIM loss can be described as follows:
where r i controls weights of each patch. Because hazy images suffer from low contrast, faint color, and shifted luminance, the high-frequency patches own higher ratios [15] . We set ratios of four patches as:
Initially, the SSIM loss of the whole images is computed. Then, the DWT decomposes the images, and SSIM loss of three high-frequency parts are accumulated except the lowfrequency part (I LL i ). I LL i can be divided by the DWT to generate various patches, and accumulate new loss. The Algorithm 1 describes the weights of different patches. x, y and z are constructed as auxiliary numbers to record current weights in different scales, After the DWT is implemented, x, y and z are updated. The ratios for different patches are plotted in Fig. 2(d) . The total loss function is L 2 + L W−SSIM . Since ratios of low-frequency patches in Algorithm 1 are small, L 2 is helpful to reconstruct low-frequency parts. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Datasets and training details
In this work, we adopt the RESIDE [16] dataset as training data. This dataset contains indoor images and outdoor images with corresponding hazy synthetic images. We mainly select 1400 outdoor images and the corresponding synthetic images as training data and select 500 images to evaluate. We set r = 0.4 in Algorithm 1, The 2D Haar wavelet [17] is adopted, and the W-SSIM loss implements the DWT three times. During training, Adam is used [18] as the optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.0001, and a batch size of 32. All training images are resized to 480 × 480, and the network is trained for 400 iterations.
Image Dehazing Results
We adopt PSNR and SSIM for the quantitative evaluation and compare the proposed model with several state-of-the-art dehazing methods: Color Attenuation Prior (CAP) [2] , AOD-Net [7] , Multi-band enhancement [5] , and Wavelet U-net (W U-net) [11] . CAP and MBE are prior-based methods, and the other two methods belong to deep-learning-based methods. The networks of these two methods are the cascaded refinement network and the U-net, respectively. The comparison results are shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that the PNSR and SSIM from prior-based methods are lower than other deeplearning-based methods. Furthermore, our method performs favorably against the other two deep-learning-based competitors in this dataset, which shows that the proposed Y-net can reconstruct clear and detailed images. Besides quantitative analysis, a few dehazed images by all methods are depicted in Fig. 3 . All images of River contain artifacts or noises on the river surface except ours. Restored images from MBE own higher contrast but are vulnerable to noise. For example, People is filled with speckle noise. We calculate fog aware density evaluation (FADE) [19] scores and show them in Table 2 . FADE not only provides a perceptual density score of the entire image but reports the local perceptual density of each patch. The remaining hazes, noises, and artifacts on images decrease scores. Our method produces good results on all images, which means the purposed network restores high-quality clear images. We also consider four loss functions, L 2 , L SSIM , L W−SSIM and L W−SSIM + L 2 to train the proposed Y-net; results are listed in Table. 3. Experimental results show that using the W-SSIM loss improves both PSNR and SSIM, even though it is an SSIM-based function. The reason is that the proposed loss function is similar to perceptual loss [20] . Based on the proposed loss function, our model not only learns whole images but the different frequencies and scale features. Moreover, L W−SSIM + L 2 is slightly better than original L W−SSIM . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the single image dehazing problem via the end-to-end Y-net that aggregates multi-scale features to reconstruct clear images. The experimental results demonstrate the proposed network outperforms the other existing methods, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Furthermore, the proposed W-SSIM loss is able to improve accuracy when the network architecture is unchanged.
